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ABSTRACT

Satellite radar InSAR observed deformation patterns 
around the Bradys, Nevada, USA producing geothermal 
system contain linear trends defined by steepened or inflected 
ground deformation gradients.  We interpret these as structural 
controls on reservoir fluid flow (Oppliger et al., 2004 and 2005).  
We present results of a new technique to analyze these features 
using horizontal surface strains modeled from InSAR.  Our 
methods allow quantitative mapping of horizontal strain on 
selected azimuths and the generation of the principal compo-
nents from the horizontal strain tensor.  Strains are mapped 
in qualitative units (e.g. parts-per-million) and characterized 
by their sign as tensional or compressive. We show that linear 
compressive surface strain patterns map directly above the flow 
axis of a contracting (i.e., cooling or de-pressurized) aquifer 
zone, whereas associated surface extension will lie outboard 
of the contracting zone.   In the example case at Bradys, the 
contracting zone over the interferogram period is coincident 
with an approximately 14ºC (25ºF)  drop in temperature and 
14 kg/cm2 (200 psi) drop in pressure (Holt et al., 2004).

Background
InSAR’s ability to monitor surface deformation at geother-

mal fields has been well established on several fields (e.g., Coso: 
Fialko and Simons, 2000; Bradys: Oppliger, 2004) and models 
for inversion of reservoir volume-strain have been developed 
and applied (Vasco et al., 2002 and Oppliger et al., 2005). 

Computing the 3-D Displacement Field
Our method utilizes a standard unwrapped InSAR LOS 

(line-of-sight) image selected for high signal-to-noise charac-

teristics. The general data preparation method is described in 
Oppliger et al. (2005). We apply elastostatic theory to find a 
Mogi (1958) source distribution that fits the observed LOS 
displacement and hence predicts the x, y and z components. 
A Mogi volume-strain source produces an isotropic (radial) 
displacement field; hence our solution assumes that no large 
fraction of the InSAR observed deformation field is contrib-
uted by fault plane dislocations, which are non-symmetric 
sources (Okada, 1985). We may deduce from the absence of a 
dipolar InSAR anomaly, inherent in strike-slip displacements, 
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Figure 1. Plan map showing the Jan. 1997 to Sept. 2002 InSAR anomaly 
contoured at 10 mm intervals. The InSAR line-of-sight deformation has 
been modeled as vertical deformation in mm and filtered to remove signal 
from features with wavelengths less than 120 meters. Production and 
injection wells, Interstate Highway I-80, and model profile A-A’ are shown 
for spatial reference. (Figure after Oppliger et al., 2005)
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and the absence of fresh fault offsets that slip dislocations are 
not significant contributors to the InSAR observations. The 
full modeling technique is documented in a paper by Oppliger 
(in preparation).  

In our example we describe the application of  the tech-
nique to a 5.7 year InSAR displacement anomaly from the 
Brady Geothermal Field. (Figure 1). Figure 2 shows the verti-
cal and horizontal displacement solutions for this observation 
period. Here, vertical displacement is contoured at 10 mm 
and horizontal displacement is represented by proportional 
length vectors which have a maximum displacement of  ~65 
mm. The dotted line crossing the NNW Brady fault is the 
analysis profile used in Figures 3 and 4.  The horizontal 
surface displacement pattern clearly radiates toward the 
center of  the produced geothermal field, which is dominantly 
localized along the west side of  the surface expression of  the 
Brady fault.    

In Figure 3 we display the LOS, vertical and horizontal 
displacement patterns along the central segment of analysis 
profile AA’. By comparing the vertical displacement pattern 
to the original LOS displacement, it is seen that the vertical 
displacement peak is shifted relative to the LOS displacement 
by about 10% of the anomaly’s wavelength in a direction away 
from the satellite radar illumination.  Because it is free from 
horizontal displacement vector contributions, the vertical field 
provides a non-directionally biased view of the asymmetry 
induced by the reservoir’s shape and attitude (dip) (Oppliger, 
2005).  We also note that the symmetry relation between vertical 
to horizontal displacement patterns show first order similar-

ity to that of a single Mogi volume strain source. The vertical 
displacement is nominally symmetric while the horizontal 
displacement is nominally anti-symmetric with the maximum 
horizontal displacement reaching about 50 percent of  the 
maximum vertical displacement.  

Horizontal Strains from the Displacement Field
Having estimated the horizontal displacement field, we 

proceed to find the horizontal surface strains. The horizon-
tal displacement field is defined by a grid of  displacement 
vectors (xi, yi) corresponding to the interferogram observa-
tion points, as represented by arrows in Figure 2.  Surface 
strain information is contained in the spatial change rate or 
gradient of  these displacement vectors and is completely 
expressed as a 2 x 2 tensor referred to as the displacement 
gradient tensor:  
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We map strains associated with structure around the 
geothermal field using two standard parameters from the dis-
placement gradient tensor – firstly as directional strains along 
azimuths perpendicular to known geologic structure (Figure 
4) and second as the principle strain components e1 and e2 or 
their sum, which is the total strain e1+e2 (Figure 5).  In both 
cases, the resulting strain values are expressed in quantitative 
ppm units and characterized by sign as tensional or compres-
sive.  Note ppm = parts-per-million; 1 ppm =1 mm/km.

To find the directional strain we take the directional deriva-
tive of the displacement field in the selected direction.  To find 
the principle strain components we compute the strain tensor 
E from the symmetric or non-rotational part of the displace-
ment gradient tensor.  
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The strain tensor is then diagonalized so that its cross terms 
are zero and its exx and eyy terms define the principal strains e1 
and e2 of the associated strain ellipse.

Figure 2.  Plan view of the model-derived vertical and horizontal surface 
displacements for the 5.7 year observation period shown in Figure 1. 
Vertical displacement is contoured at 10 mm and horizontal displacement 
is represented by proportional length vectors that indicate a maximum 
displacement of about 65 mm. The dotted line crossing the NNW Brady 
fault (thick line with down side symbol) is the discussed analysis profile. 

Figure 3.  Section view of model derived vertical and horizontal surface 
displacements along a central segment of Bradys profile AA’.

Oppliger, et al.
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Model Results

Figures 4 and 5 show the maximum horizontal strain is 
compressive and localized directly over the reservoir (70 to 
75 ppm over 5.7 years on the profile and ~120 ppm on the 
map).  The maximum extensional strains are about half  that 
magnitude and located peripheral to the reservoir’s southeast 

side (~35 ppm on the profile and ~50 ppm on the map).  The 
northwestern dip of the Bradys reservoir system (which follows 
the NW-dipping Bradys fault system) accounts for the weaker 
extensional strain anomaly on the reservoir’s northwest side.  
For a graphical representation of the northwesterly dipping 
reservoir and its relation to the InSAR anomaly see Oppliger 
et al., 2005.  

To visually interpret the shape and location of  a gen-
eral sub-surface source, we use the following observational 
principles developed from forward modeling examples. We 
expect narrow width contracting source bodies will have lo-
cal maximum compressive horizontal surface strains directly 
above their axes; while significantly wider, horizontal tabular 
contracting source bodies will show maximum compressive 
strains around the interior of their outer boundary trace.  We 
also note that the local maximum extensional strain always 
develops exterior to a contracting body’s surface trace due to 
elastic flexure. Where expanding sources are considered, the 
above horizontal compression and extension strain relations 
are interchanged.  

Conclusions
The direct relation of compressive strain zones to contract-

ing sources makes compressive strain zones a useful proxy to 
trace areas of reservoir cooling and pressure reduction.  

Summary
We have developed a new technique to quantify gradients 

observed in InSAR LOS ground deformation patterns using 
horizontal surface strains modeled from InSAR.  Our methods 
allow visualization of directional strain on selected azimuths 
and also as principal components of the horizontal strain ten-
sor.  Strains are mapped in qualitative units (e.g.,  ppm) and 
characterized by sign as tensional or compressive. We show that 
local maximum compressive surface strain patterns are expected 
to map directly above the flow axis of a contracting (cooling 
or de-pressurized) aquifer structure, whereas local maximum 
extension strains will lie outboard of the contracting zone.   
The mapped contracting zone over the interferogram period is 
coincident with approximately 14ºC (25ºF) and 14 kg/cm2 (200 
psi) drops in temperature and pressure (Holt et al., 2004).
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Figure 4. Modeled horizontal strain in ppm along the central segment of 
Bradys profile AA’. 

Figure 5.   Map of modeled total horizontal strains (e1+e2) computed from 
strain analysis of the horizontal displacement field. The main compressive 
strain feature (in blue) west of the NNW Brady fault is interpreted as 
defining the reservoir’s most significantly contracting zones; whereas, the 
main extensional area (orange color) to the east of the Brady fault is a 
result of peripheral elastic flexure in response to the reservoirs contraction.  
(Due to a difference in plot axis choice, the sign of the total horizontal 
strain is reversed compared to the profile in Figure 4.)   

Oppliger, et al.
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Disclaimer

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored 
by an agency of the United States Government.  Neither the 
United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of 
their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, 
completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, 
product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would 
not infringe privately owned rights.  Reference herein to any 
specific commercial product, process or service by trade name, 
trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily 
constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or 
favoring by the United States Government or any agency 
thereof.  The views and opinions or authors expressed herein 
do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States 
Government or any agency thereof.
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